Market-beating Returns through Momentum Investing
By Matthew Tuttle, CFP®

For many people the term “momentum investing” might bring up images of
rapid fire hedge fund trading strategies and high risk market timing.
However, momentum strategies have been used over the years by a number
of money managers to achieve market beating returns. Momentum very
simply means investing in the areas of the market that are appreciating the fastest and avoiding
the areas that aren’t. This flies in the face of the typical advice given by financial advisors that
investors should have a static portfolio of a number of different asset classes. This article will
show a simple momentum based strategy that any investor could implement that would have
substantially outperformed the market over the past 12 years.

The Asset Allocation Fallacy
Traditional asset allocation theory advises that investors spread their money among several
different asset classes. At any point in time some of these asset classes will be “hot” and others
will be “cold”. The idea is that investors cannot figure out ahead of time which will be which so
the best bet is to buy all the asset classes across the board. This will generally cause you to lag
in an up market as the underperforming asset classes weigh down the outperforming ones, but
the theory assumes that it will protect you in a down market. Anyone who had a “diversified”
portfolio in 2002 or 2008 realized that they may have not gone down as much as the market
but they still suffered massive losses.

Why Momentum Works
Conventional market wisdom holds that markets are either efficient and/or random. If all buy
and sell decisions were made by emotionless computers then this would probably be the case.
However, human beings trade in markets and humans are ruled by fear, greed, and ignorance.
This causes trends in the market to be persistent. The “smart money” identifies an undervalued
area of the market and moves in driving up prices. Eventually other investors start to see this
and they buy as well, further moving prices up. Eventually fear kicks in and money moves out
of this asset class into something else and the process starts all over again.
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The Theory
Every sound trading strategy needs to start with a theory that you can then either prove or
disprove. In developing my simple momentum investment system my theory is that investors
should be able to capture momentum in various asset classes to beat the market. To test this I
decided to use five Rydex sector funds- Banking, Biotech, Energy, Precious Metals, and
Technology. The next step is to develop the strategy. I figured that every month I wanted to
buy the one fund out of the five that had the best performance over the past three months. I
could have chosen 1 month, 6 months, 12 months, etc but I figured that one month would be
too short and anything longer than three months would have me missing out on the early part
of some large months so I settled on three months. The next step was to backtest this strategy
to see if it works. To test the strategy I downloaded prices for each of the funds going back to
9/30/1998. I then started in 1999 assuming that I would buy the fund that had done the best
from 9/30/98 to 1/1/99. Then every month I would re-evaluate, if the fund I was currently in
was the top three month performer then I would keep it, if not, I would sell it and buy the top
performer. Below are the results compared to what the S&P 500 did over the same period:

Year

Momentum Strategy

S&P 500

Outperformance /
Underperformance

1999

10.23%

21.04%

-10.81%

2000

2.96%

-9.10%

12.06%

2001

-5.96%

-11.89%

5.93%

2002

-36.58%

-22.10%

-14.48%

2003

42.28%

28.68%

13.60%

2004

12.03%

10.88%

1.15%

2005

36.94%

4.91%

32.03%

2006

6.26%

15.79%

-9.53%

2007

21.86%

5.49%

16.37%

2008

-46.24%

-38.49%

-7.75%

2009

15.43%

23.45%

-8.02%

2010

42.23%

12.78%

29.45%

Growth of $100,000

$168,837

$118,246

If I put $100,000 into this simple strategy I would have had over $50,000 more than just buying
the S&P 500 (this does not include the impact of any taxes or fees or the fact that the S&P 500
is an index and I cannot invest directly in an index).
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Room for Improvement
Right out of the box the results of this strategy are impressive, but there are definitely some
areas that I could improve. For example, the losses in 2002 and 2008 are substantial; to
alleviate this I could put in a hedging component using moving averages. I could also expand
the number of sectors, buy more than one sector at a time, test different periods other than 3
months, etc.
Markets are not efficient or random, they have trends that are identifiable and that investors
can use to potentially achieve market beating returns.

Matthew Tuttle CFP® is CEO of Tuttle Wealth Management and the author of How Harvard & Yale Beat
the Market. He welcomes your questions and comments and can be reached at 347-852-0548 or
mtuttle@tuttlewealth.com
Nothing in this article should be interpreted to state or imply that past results are an indication of future
performance. Please consult your tax or investment advisor before making any investment decisions.

The performance data represents hypothetical past performance and is not indicative of future results.
Performance quoted was not achieved with actual client portfolios. Principal value and investment returns will
fluctuate, and an investor's portfolio value when redeemed may be worth more or less that the original
investment. There are many limitations inherent in hypothetical, back-tested results, particularly that the
performance does not represent the results of actual trading using real money, but were achieved by means of
retroactive application of a back-tested model that was designed with the benefit of hindsight. The hypothetical
performance information does not reflect the impact that any material market or economic factors might have had
on anyone's use of the model if the model had been used during the period to actually manage money. The model
assumes that investments are made into various market indexes, but it is impossible to invest in an index. The
model assumes the reinvestment of all dividends and makes no adjustment for fees of any kind. For example, the
model makes no provision for fund expense ratios, transaction fees, management fees, taxes, or any other fee.
There are often sharp differences between hypothetical returns and actual returns once the strategies are
implemented in real time. Hypothetical returns are not an adequate way to judge the skills of an investment
advisor. Differences in models and assumptions would yield different returns. All advice that may be inferred from
the use of this model should be considered non-personal investment advice and is provided for the exclusive use
of our members for non-commercial purposes. This information was compiled from sources believed to be
reliable, but its accuracy cannot be guaranteed nor is every material fact represented. Tuttle Wealth Management,
LLC (TWM) is an investment advisor registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. TWM, its
employees, clients, and associates often hold positions in and invest the recommend securities and may have
interest in past recommendations. These results are not representative of those achieved by clients of TWM due to
differences in security selection, timing of trades, transaction fees, TWM's management fees, and all the reasons
stated above. No item should be construed as an offer to buy or sell securities.
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